
     

 

___, ___, ___, ___:  This group was not really a group at all.  It was four people sitting together.  
Occasional questions were half-heartedly bandied, and the responses were spare and inarticulate.  I hope 
that in your new groupings you can each find a way to take part in actual group behavior.  Taking 
responsibility for your own understanding and for that of your table group. 

17/20 
 
 
___, ___, ___, ___:   I loved this group.  You owe a debt to one leader who worked very hard to keep 

everyone together.  That’s a heavy burden day after day.   I like to see more shared leadership, so keep 
that in mind as you move into new partnerships. 

18/20 
 
___, ___, ___, ___:   What a fine group this was.  Very disparate personalities and strengths, but it worked 

because you were not shy about asking for help, you were generous in explaining your ideas, and you 
respected each other’s ideas.  Very vocal and I also liked how you all had confidence in your own ideas, 
until proven wrong.   

20/20 
 
___, ___, ___, ___:    This group was way way way too fast.  Not always in a bad way, because for the 

most part everyone was on board.  However, the pace inhibits quiet reflection, and prevented those 
moments when you might have said, “Hey, I think we might be missing something.”  Instead, I had to 
come around and check your assumptions for you.  Also, the pace inhibited the rare times when 
someone fell behind.  Because you were so speedy, that person felt like, “It’s okay, go ahead…” and it’s 
not okay.  Take some time with ideas, practice talking about them. 

17/20 
 
___, ___, ___, ___:    This group was boisterous and jolly, and you did a good job of involving everyone in 

your discussions.   However, I think sometimes your personal attachment to your own point of view 
hindered your openness to other ideas.  That was unfortunate. 

18/20 
 
___, ___, ___, ___:     This group was a little bi-modal; you had trouble having discussions across the table.  

Also, you suffered from an un-even division of leadership.  Not enough sharing of thoughts (out loud!) 
with each other.  Too much quiet stewing. 

17/20 
 
___, ___, ___, ___:     This was a spirited group and I mostly liked the excellent mutual involvement and 

shared leadership.  However, there was a bit of bombast that negatively affected your forward progress.  
Try to moderate that in future groups. 

18/20 
 
___, ___, ___, ___:  I really liked how verbal this group was.  No hesitation to question when confused, yet 

there was good self-reflection, too.  You kept your ears and minds open for the contribution of your 
peers and focused on the why as well as the what. 

20/20 
 


